
INSIDE:
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT  

THE INCREDIBLE WORLD OF CHIMA!



Once, the world of Chima was a place of peace. 
Intelligent tribes of animals lived and worked 
together, sharing equally in the mysterious 
energy source called CHI. But the dark day 
came when the ferocious crocodiles, led by 
Cragger, decided that they and they alone 
should control all the CHI.

Now, a fierce struggle rages across the planet, 
with the lions, eagles and gorillas fighting the 
crocodiles, wolves and ravens. At stake: the 
fate of all the CHI on Chima, and the future of 
every tribe.

The battle for CHI has begun ...



THE WORLD
OF CHIMA!

Chima is a vast, green planet with dense forests and jungles, 
huge open plains, and dark, murky swamps. Here, the tribes of 
Chima make their homes. As you travel across the planet, the 
sounds of nature are mingled with the noise of Speedorz flashing 
by, the tromp-tromp of Gorilla Strikers, and the roar of Cragger 
the crocodile’s personal command ship cutting through the 
swamp’s muddy waters.

Dominating the landscape is Mount Cavora, a floating peak from which 
the CHI falls flow into a special pool. There, the CHI energy forms itself 
into orbs which can be collected and used by the tribes.

The Lions - Brave and tough, the 
lions believe in following the rules and 
the power of tradition.

The Crocodiles - Ruthless, sneaky 
and dishonest, the crocodiles will do 
anything to achieve their goals.

The Eagles - Wise and inventive, 
the eagles use their wits to defeat 
their enemies.

The Wolves - Fierce and focused 
warriors, the wolves have agreed to 
work for the crocodiles ... for now.

The Gorillas - Immensely strong, 
the gorillas are lovers of nature and 
can pound a foe while still being 
careful not to crush a flower.

The Ravens - Thieves and worse, 
the ravens will buy and sell anything 
and work for whoever pays them the 
most CHI.

THE TRIBES OF CHIMA



FIERCE TRIBES    OF CHIMA!

EGLOR
Master of Ballistics  
and skilled inventor

ERIS
Smart and quick-witted 
friend of Laval

G’LOONA
Orphan girl who looks 
up to Gorzan

GORZAN
Amazingly 
powerful co-ruler 
of the tribe

GORDO
Able to wield multiple 
weapons in battle

GRIZZAM
Mighty white gorilla

LONGTOOTH
Veteran lion  
warrior

LAVAL
Young, headstrong 
prince of lions

LENNOX
Brave soldier 
who dreams of 
being a great 
warrior

LAGRAVIS
King of the 
Lion tribe

LEONIDAS
Lion foot soldier 
and guard

SKINNIT
Neutral 
negotiator 
between lions  
and crocs

EQUILA
Speedor joust 
announcer

EWALD
Leader of the 
eagles’ Ruling 
Council

EWAR
Brave and 
strong 
warrior



On these two pages, you’ll find every 
2013 Chima minifigure from each of 
the Chima tribes. Each minifigure 
has his own CHI orb in the upper 
right hand corner of his box. Put a 
check in the CHI orb as you get each 
minifigure!

FIERCE TRIBES    OF CHIMA!

RIZZO
Scruffy, 
shameless 
scavenger

RAZAR
Mercenary who 
works for the 
highest bidder

RAZCAL
Master of 
numbers for 
the raven 
tribe

RAWZOM
Self-appointed 
leader of the 
ravens

FURTY
Fast talking and 
clever thief

WORRIZ
Vicious, 
backstabbing 
wolf “diplomat”

WINZAR
Bold, fearless 
fighter WILHURT

Powerful 
hunter and 
warrior

WAKZ
Cunning pack 
elder

WINDRA
Black-hearted 
white wolf

CRUG
Big, strong  
henchmen of Cragger

CRAWLEY
Quick and nervous 
henchmen of Cragger

CRAGGER
Ruthless prince  
of the crocodiles

CROMINUS
King of the  
crocodile tribe

CROOLER
Conniving sister 
of Cragger



Powered by CHI, built by skilled animal tribes, and faster than 
anything else in the land, the vehicles and machines used in 
Chima have some of the most advanced technology ever.  
They are also often built specific to a tribe’s interests and values, 
and are easily identifiable by their color, design and form.

CHIMA
TECHNOLOGY!

SPEEDORZ
Hi-tech transportation used by the majority of tribes in 
Chima. Long ago, the animals collected rocks that had 
fallen from Mount Cavora and carved them into wheels of 
extraordinary strength and power. They fitted these to small 
chariots that have become the Speedorz you know today.

The wheels of a Speedor 
were formed in nature,  
and draw their energy 
from nature. A Speedor 
will travel fastest and 
strongest in lush 
jungles, grassy hills and 
canyons—wherever 
there is life, however they 
will not run in deserts.

Each tribe has a different style and method of technique when it 
comes to Speedorz. The Lions are known for bold design with an 
emphasis on golden armor. The Ravens often steal pieces and parts 
from other Speedorz and assemble a mixed-up combination for their 
Speedor. Eagles favor light-weight materials that enables them to 
move more quickly.

Speedorz are used for both sport and 
battle. Official Speedor events are held 
in the Grand Arena of Chima in front of 

the Lion Temple. Tribes send groups 
of skilled Speedor riders to the 
competitions, and winning the prize:  
the powerful Golden CHI Orb is a 
source of pride for many tribes.

Speedorz however, are also 
used for battle. With their speed 

and strength, they make for small, 
yet powerful vehicles to blast right 

through an enemy’s defense.
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LEGO.com/Chima

GORILLA POWER!
CATCH THE ACTION!  

THURSDAYS 5PM, ONLY ON


